
 

BOOK STUDIES: TIMELINE & DISCUSSION GUIDE 
 
LEADER PREPARATION 
• Remind group members how far to read, and to note anything that evokes interest (!) or a question (?). 
• Pray for your group’s time together. 
• Have your group’s book and a Bible on hand. 

 
SAMPLE GROUP TIMELINES 

1.5 Hour Gathering 
(15 Minutes)  Refreshments & Catching 
                              Up on everyone’s week 
(5 Minutes)   Church/Group-related 
                              Announcements & Updates 
(1 Minute)   Set Timer to go off 20 
                              minutes before Wrap-Up 
(2 Minutes)   Open in Prayer 
(45 Minutes)  Group Discussion 

(transition to prayer when timer sounds) 
(10 Minutes)  Prayer Requests 
(10 Minutes)  Pray for One Another 

(Wrap-Up: Option to Hang out or Depart) 

2 Hour Gathering 
(20 Minutes)  Refreshments & Catching 
                              Up on everyone’s week 
(5 Minutes)   Church/Group-related 
                              Announcements & Updates 
(1 Minute)   Set Timer to go off 20 
                              minutes before Wrap-Up 
(2 Minutes)   Open in Prayer 
(60 Minutes)  Group Discussion 

(transition to prayer when timer sounds) 
(15 Minutes)  Prayer Requests 
(15 Minutes)  Pray for One Another 
 

(Wrap-Up: Option to Hang out or Depart) 

 
INTRODUCTIONS 

If there are any newcomers to the group, have everyone share their names, where they are from, and 
something fun or unusual about them. If everyone already knows one another, share two things from your 
week that make you feel grateful and not grateful.  

GROUP DISCUSSION 

Everyone opens to that day’s chapters, and talk from some of the Into-the-Book questions (below), and after 
that, the Life Response questions. 

INTO-THE-BOOK QUESTIONS 

• Where did you put a ! for something that was interesting or new? (Discuss a few ! marks.) 
• Where in the book did you put a ? for something that evoked a question? (Discuss a few ? marks.)  
• If you could, what would you ask the author about what you read? (Discuss a few of those moments.) 

LIFE RESPONSE QUESTIONS 

• Which of the characters/moments/words in the book do you resonate with the most – and why? 
• How has your reading elevated or altered your understanding of God/yourself/others/creation/life? 
• Is there something you need to do to respond to what we’ve read – if so, what? 
• How do you need prayer/support/accountability for your response? 


